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Abstract 

We designed and tested an alternating-Z tripler that consisted of two detuned, 

Type-I, potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KD*P) doublers and one KD*P mixer. 

The crystal thicknesses were, respectively, 13, 10 and 10 mm, and the detunings of 

the doublers were +420 and -520 grad. All three crystals were fabricated from 80% 

deuterated KDP. Conversion efficiency was measured and calculated for input 1053- 

nm pulses with approximately rectangular waveforms and durations of either 1 or 6 

ns, and for 20-ns pulses that exhibited intensity variation by a factor of 10. The 

measured peak conversion efficiency was more than SO%, and energy conversion 

efficiencies ranged from 62-80s depending on the waveform of the input pulse. 

The expected large dynamic range in input intensity, 9-10, was observed, and the 

measured and calculated efficiencies were in excellent agreement. 

I. Introduction. 

Since its discovery 37 years ago[l], harmonic conversion has evolved to a 

stage that allows production in fusion laser facilities of 351-nm pulses with energy of 

tens of kilojoules[2-61. The standard two-crystal configuration [7] for frequency 

tripling of 1053nm, short-duration pulses uses one crystal as a doubler and a second 

as a mixer. For a selected range of input intensities, the tripling efficiency of a two- 

crystal converter can exceed 80% [8]. 

The dynamic range Q of a convertor is defined to be the ratio of the highest 

and the lowest input intensities that provide a specified conversion efficiency. In 
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. DOE by LLNL under 
contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 



the two-crystal tripler, the dynamic range is largely determined by the doubler. One 

approach to increasing the dynamic range, usage of multiple crystals, was first 

conceived more than 30 years ago. The stack-of-plates design [9,10] was proposed as a 

technique for obtaining quasi-phase matching over a relatively long path in an 

isotropic material, and demonstrated in GaAs [11,12], CdTe [13], and SiO, [14]. A key 

element in these designs was the alternating-Z arrangement. One out of every pair 

of crystals in the stack was flipped so that the orientation of the C axis in one crystal 

was opposite that in the preceding crystal. Phase mismatch that accumulated in one 

crystal was canceled in the next. 

For birefringent materials, multiple passage of the beam through one crystal 

during intracavity doubling of YAG lasers [15] was the first significant application of 

the multiple-crystal harmonic conversion. Later, Volosov et al studied doubling in 

two KDP crystals that were used in tandem in a beam that was external to a laser 

cavity [16]. They experimentally and theoretically evaluated the four possible 

arrangements of two Type I doublers in series, and the two arrangements of Type II 

doublers. The combination that is now known as the Type I alternating-Z was least 

sensitive to beam divergence, and most successful at preventing back conversion. 

Eimerl provided a thorough analysis of N-plate, alternating-Z doublers, 

which could be cooled by flowing gas between the plates. His work indicated that 

these devices could provide high efficiency at low to moderate input power, and 

that they could tolerate the large thermal loading in a high-average-power laser[l7]. 

KD*P doublers were built according to the principles of that analysis, and used with 

a slab-glass laser [18,19]. An alternating-Z doubler with two 2.5-cm-thick KD*P 

crystals generated more than 100 W of second-harmonic (527nm) light, in a nearly 

diffraction limited beam, at a relatively low 1053-nm input intensity of 100-200 

MW / cm’ [18]. With an improved slab laser and a similar doubler, conversion 

efficiency of 80% was obtained at 185 MW/cm’, and at a total output power of more 

than 100 W at 527nm[19]. 

Usage of more than two KD*P crystals for doubling was reported by Siebert et 

al[20]. Their 3-crystal doubler provided efficiency of 28% while converting long- 
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duration pulses at input powers below 85 MW / cm2. Addition of a 4-crystal mixer 

yielded third-harmonic conversion efficiency of 21%. 

Finally, the quadrature arrangement uses two doublers that are in tandem but 

not arranged in the alternating-Z configuration[21]. One doubler is rotated about the 

beam by 90” relative to the other, and the output is two second-harmonic waves that 

are orthogonally polarized. A demonstration device was assembled from bare, 91% 

deuterated KD*P[21]. It had one 12-mm-thick doubler that optimally converted at 

high input intensity and one 44-mm-thick doubler for conversion at low intensity. 

It achieved 80% efficiency for input intensities between 1 and 6 GW/ cm2, even 

though the reflective and absorptive losses were estimated to be 15-18s. Pronko et 

al. extended the analysis of quadrature doubling to include the case of broadband 

input pulses [22]. They demonstrated efficiency of 55% for a KDP quardature doubler 

with input pulses that had intensities as large as 1 GW/ cm2, energies to 500 J, and 

bandwidth of 17 cm-*. 

Recent calculations [23] indicated the merit of three- and four-crystal triplers 

for conversion of the high-fluence pulses that will be produced by the National 

Ignition Facility (NIF) laser[24]. 1. KDP crystals with aperture of 40 cm will be used to 

triple 1053-nm pulses with durations ranging from l-20 ns. Output intensities at 351 

nm will range from 0.05 GW/ cm2 in segments of the 20-ns pulse to 5 GW/ cm2 in 

short pulses. Efficient conversion over a wide intensities is a logical application of 

the alternating-Z arrangement. Such a tripler has been optimized, built, and tested. 

This paper describes the optimization procedure, provides graphs that illustrate the 

calculated performance of the optimized tripler, and describes the results of several 

conversion experiments. In an appendix, we provide a discussion of dispersion in 

the air gap between the doublers in an alternating-Z tripler. 

II. Optimization of a High-Dynamic-Range Alternating-Z Tripler. 

The basic idea of the alternating-Z approach is that the phase mismatch 

developed in the first crystal is compensated in the second crystal, and one of the 

basic ideas of multiple-crystal schemes is that crystals with different lengths perform 

most efficiently in different intensity ranges. Therefore, we would expect that the 

alternating-Z doubler would have two crystals with different lengths, each with an 
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angular offset to provide the correct mix ratio, and that the angular offsets would be 

such that the dephasing accumulated in the first would be compensated in the 

second. These requirements suggest that the ratio of the detuning angles should be 

the inverse of the ratio of the crystal lengths, and that the detunings should be of 

opposite sign. 

This elementary picture, and detailed calculations that were done with 

Runga-Kutta codes, were used to optimize the alternating-Z design for frequency 

tripling in the NIF. 

Several almost equivalent designs were found. The doublers can be either 

Type I or Type II, and the orientation of the doublers can be either tandem or 

alternating-Z. We selected Type I doublers, because they could be cut from a smaller 

boule, but used a Type II mixer. This design was optimized under three 

assumptions, (1) that the divergence of the input beam was 50 grad, (2) that most of 

the beam energy was delivered at intensities between 0.1 and 5 GW/cmz, and (3) that 

the length of the air gap between the doublers could be adjusted so that air-gap 

dispersion had no effect on conversion efficiency. Table I contains a summary of the 

optimized design. 

We adopt the designation AZ-D,-D,-D,-cp for an alternating-Z tripler. D, and 

D2 are thicknesses of the doublers, the D, is the thickness of the mixer. cp is the phase 

shift of the 527-nm wave relative to the 1053-nm wave, after these waves have 

propagated through the air gap between the doublers. 

III. Example Calculations for the alternating-Z tripler. 

This section contains graphs that were selected to demonstrate the 

characteristics of an alternating-Z tripler, and to allow them to be compared with the 

properties of a two-crystal TypeI/TypeII tripler. All of the example calculations were 

done with a plane-wave code, after the completion of optimization and 

experimental studies. Hind sight assisted in selection of relevant examples, and 

some experimental data were used in the calculations. For example, we assumed 

that the optical surfaces of the crystals were coated with a silica sol-jel anti-reflective 
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layer, and used values of single-surface transmittance that were measured for the 

crystals in a prototype AZ-13-10-10 convertor (see Table 2 below). 

Figure 1 contains optimized conversion curves for AZ-13-10-10-2~ and AZ-13- 

10-13-2~ triplers made of 80% deuterated KDP. For both calculations, angular offsets 

of the 13- and lo-mm doublers were, respectively, 400 and -520 prad (internal), and 

dispersion in the air gap was ignored (cp = 27~). Varying the thickness of the mixer 

changes the intensity band, but it does not significantly alter the dynamic range. The 

dynamic range at 60% conversion is 9 for the AZ-13-10-13-2~ tripler, and 10 for the 

AZ-13-lo-lo-2~r tripler. Figure 1 also contains the conversion curve for an 80% 

deuterated two-crystal Type I/ Type II convertor with an 11-mm doubler and a 9- 

mm mixer. The peak efficiency is larger, primarily because there are fewer surfaces, 

but the dynamic range of the two-crystal convertor at 60% conversion is 6. 

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of air-gap dispersion on conversion by an AZ-13- 

lo-10 tripler with doubler offsets of +425 and -520. The listed phase errors, 0.15 and 

0.20 radians, are departures from the desired value of 2~c. These small phase errors 

cause a large reduction in efficiency at high efficiency. The associated errors in the 

length of the air gap, about 3.1 and 4.2 mm, are large relative to the tuning 

capabilities of even simple mechanical devices. The phase error could, in principle, 

easily be eliminated. 

One of the most interesting differences between alternating-Z and the two- 

crystal triplers is that greatest efficiency over the entire design range of intensities is 

obtained for one unique set of detunings for the alternating-Z doublers, whereas the 

intensity band can be shifted by retuning the doubler in the two-crystal tripler. For 

small variations from optimum detunings, the efficiency of the alternating-Z tripler 

is effected only at the largest intensities in the design band, see Fig. 3. The effect of 

severe departure from the optimum detuning is illustrated in Fig. 4. For the 

calculations in Fig. 4, the offset of the 13-mm doubler was held at 400 prad, and the 

offset of the lO-mm doubler was varied in steps from 0 to -520 prad. 
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IV. Experimental Arrangement and Measurements. 

We assembled an AZ-13-10-10 tripler and tested it in the arrangement that is 

shown in Fig. 5. The input 1053-nm beam was shaped by apodization and image 

relaying, and it was 22 mm in diameter. The fluence distribution in the beam, the 

temporal waveform and the pulse energy were measured for each input pulse. A 

typical input fluence distribution is shown in Fig. 6. The intensity modulation 

consisted of diffraction rings that were a residual of the beam apodization, and 

random structure that was caused by imperfections in optical components within 

the chain. An aperture with diameter of 13 mm was placed in the path to the 

calorimeter. Input fluence was calculated as the spatial average over this aperture. 

Calculated transmittance and reflection coefficients of the silica splitter were used to 

relate fluence in the calorimeter arm to that in primary beam in the input plane to 

the crystals. Use of apertured calorimetry was done to avoid the necessity of 

modeling the conversion of the varied intensities in the shoulders of the spatial 

distribution. 

The output diagnostic package is also shown in Fig. 5. A sample of the three- 

frequency output beam was reflected by the front surface of a bare silica wedge, and 

passed through an aperture with diameter of 13 mm. The apertured beam was 

dispersed by two silica prisms, and the energy and fluence distribution were 

measured for each of the harmonics. Spatially averaged output fluences were 

calculated from the area of the aperture and the energies. 

The arrangement of the crystals is shown in Fig. 7. They were fabricated of 

80% deuterated material by diamond turning, and had aperture of 50 x 50 mm. Each 

crystal was housed in a thermal enclosure and maintained at a temperature of 24.2 + 

0.1 oC, which was about 2 degrees above room temperature. Each oven was 

mounted in a gimbal that allowed angular tuning, and on a precision translation 

stage that allowed motion of the oven and crystal in and out of the beam. The 

separation of the interior faces of the two doublers was 13.1 cm. 

Surfaces of the crystals were coated with single-layer silica sol-gel antirefletion 

coatings. The intent was to coat the input surface of the first doubler for best 

transmittance at 1053 nm, and the output surface of the mixer for best transmittance 
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at 351-nm. Each of the 4 interior surfaces received a coating that was designed to 

simultaneously optimize transmittance at 1053 and 351 run. Table 2 contains 

measured values of surface transmittance. Except for the 351~run transmittance at 

the output surface, all of these transmittances agree with calculated values. 

The doublers were translated into the beam one at a time and independently 

oriented by rocking curves generated at intensities of about 3 GW/ cm2. The tripler 

was rocked at input intensity of about 2 GW/cm2 while one of the aligned doublers 

was in the beam. The gimbals were used to set the detunings (internal) of t-420 prad 

for the 13-mm doubler and -520 prad for the lo-mm doubler. The uncertainty of the 

angular alignment has three components, the pointing stability of the laser (+ 10 

prad), the precision of the curve fit to the rocking data (+ 10 prad), and the accuracy 

of the detuning by the gimbal (& 5 prad). Under the assumption that these are 

independent, the alignments should have been accurate to within + 15 prad during 

a typical shot. 

We studied conversion of input 1053~nm pulses with duration of 1, 6 and 18 

ns that were shaped by a serial arrangement of 3 Pockels cells. The 1-ns pulses were 

used to measure the 527-nm to 1053-nm mix ratio for the two-crystal doubler, and 

the 351-nm conversion efficiency for the tripler. Use of the l-ns pulses allowed 

testing at input intensities above 5 GW/cm2 without threat of laser-induced damage. 

The 6-ns pulses were used to study conversion at low input intensity because 

fluence measurements at low intensity were more accurate for these longer pulses. 

To demonstrate the large dynamic range of the alternating-Z tripler, we used an 18- 

ns pulse which had a intense 2-ns segment. Waveforms of the input 1053~nm 

pulses were recorded by a Hamamatsu photodiode and a Tektronix SCD5000 

digitizer. Typical input 1053-nm waveforms are shown in Fig. 8. During some of 

the experiments, the waveform of the 351~run pulse was recorded by a streak 

camera; examples will be shown below. 



V. Data and analysis. 

The data were modeled by the plane-wave code that had been used during the 

design optimization. The code was used to generate a look-up table that gave 

conversion efficiency as a function of input intensity. For each shot, the waveform 

of the input 1053-nm pulse was calibrated (in Watts/ cm2) to agree with the 

measured input fluence, and the look-up table was used to predict the 

corresponding 351~run waveform. Fluence at 351 nm was calculated by integrating 

the waveform. This shot-by shot process was selected because there were small 

variations in the recorded 1053-nm waveforms. To determine the significance of 

these variatons, we also modeled all of the data in each set using one representative 

103-nm waveform. 

Figure 9 shows the mix ratios that were measured for the doubler with 1-ns 

pulses, and the results from two models of the data. The measured mix ratio rose 

rather slowly with increase in input intensity, and had a positive slope when it 

passed through the optimum value of 2:l. Modeling indicates that the slow rise was 

caused by the variation of intensity during the rise time (about 0.2 ns) of the 1-ns 

pulses. Our attempts to understand why the mix ratio was greater than 2:l at high 

intensity led to the necessity of invoking air-gap dispersion. We initially assumed 

that the high mix ratio was a result of experimental errors in the detunings of the 

doublers, but found that this assumption required errors that were about 4 times 

larger than the likely uncertainty of 15 yrad. We found that the high value of the 

mix ratio could be explained by assuming a small phase shift, -0.15 radians, for the 

527-nm wave. 

Figure 10 shows the tripling efficiencies that were measured with 6-ns low- 

intensity pulses, efficiencies that were calculated by applying the look-up table to the 

measured 6-ns 1053~run waveforms, and a curve that is a plane-wave calculation 

(assumption of precisely rectangular input waveforms). The close agreement 

between measurements and modeling for this low-intensity data provides 

confirmation that the code contained reasonable values of coupling coefficients and 

transmittances. At low-intensity, conversion efficiency depends strongly on those 
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parameters, whereas it is not strongly effected by either small errors in the tuning of 

the crystals or a small air-gap dispersion. 

Conversion efficiencies that were measured with relatively intense 1-ns 

pulses are shown in Fig. 11. For an input pulse with peak intensity of about 3 

G W / cm2, the energy efficiency was 75% and the peak efficiency was 80%. Peak 

conversion of 83% was predicted by the code for rectangular pulses. For intensities 

larger than 4.5 GW/ cm2, the measured values were systematically less than those 

calculated from measured waveforms. 

While the parameter of principal interest was the third-harmonic efficiency, 

the output fluences for all three harmonics were calculated and measured. Figure 

12 shows these results for the 1-ns experiment. The solid curves are simply visual 

aids that were fitted through all of the data, either calculated or measured, for each 

harmonic. The agreement between calculated and measured values of the residual 

527-nm and 1053-run fluences is acceptable because the uncertainty in calorimetry 

increases as the input fluence decreases. 

The final experiment was conversion of the temporarily shaped 18-ns pulses. 

An example is shown in Fig. 13. The figure contains measured waveforms for the 

input 1053~nm pulse and the output 351-nm pulse, each calibrated to agree with the 

relevant measured fluence, and a 351-nm waveform that was calculated via the 

look-up table from the 1053-nm pulse 

The measured and calculated 351-nm waveforms are in close agreement. The 

difference was greatest during the rise of the intense segment. Some of that 

difference was caused by the presence a small dip in the calibrated 1053-nm 

waveform. The harmonic-conversion look-up table transferred the dip to the 

calculated 351~run waveform. A corresponding dip was not observed in the 

measured 351~run waveform. We suspect, therefore, that electronic noise accounts 

for the 1053-nm transient. 

Table 3 provides the peak and energy efficiencies and the peak-to-foot, 351~nm 

intensity ratios for two of the 18-ns experiments. The peak-to-foot ratio is the 

intensity in the 2-ns segment, divided by average of the intensity in the flattest 

portion in the leading wing of the foot. The code accurately predicted the measured 
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peak and energy efficiencies. The calculated 351~run peak-to-foot ratios are smaller 

than the measured ratios, but a relatively large experimental uncertainty is expected 

in the measurement of such large ratios. 

VI. Creation of a NIF Baseline 351-nm Pulse. 

One of the design goals for NIF is the generation of 21-ns, 351-nm pulses that 

exhibit 5O:l temporal variation of intensity and peak intensity of about 2.5-3.0 GW/ 

cm2. The waveform of this 351-nm NIF pulse was specified; the waveform of the 

required input 1053-nm pulse will be dictated by the conversion efficiency. The 

required 1053-nm pulse was calculated for four triplers made of 80% deuterated 

KDP; (AZ-13-10-10-0.15 radians), (AZ-13-10-10-2~ ), (AZ-13-10-13-2x), and the two- 

crystal Type I/Type II l lmm-9mm design. All of the calculations were done using 

look-up tables that were created during modeling of the data or calculation of 

examples, with due care exercised to properly treat the double-valued functions that 

result when the tables are used to calculate the 1053-nm waveform. 

Figure 14 shows the NIF 21-ns 351-nm pulse, and the input 1053~nm pulses 

that were calculated for two triplers, the (AZ-13-10-13, 0 radians) and the two-crystal 

design. The predicted 1053-nm waveforms for the other two alternating-Z triplers 

were similar in appearance. Table 4 provides four parameters that characterize the 

triplers; the peak and foot intensities of the required 1053nrn pulse, and the peak 

and energy conversion efficiencies. The energy efficiency is predicted to be largest, 

68%, for the AZ-13-10-13 tripler. The improvement is solely due to the better 

conversion efficiency at low intensity. That allows reduction foot intensity from 

0.334 GW/ cm2 for the 11-9 tripler to 0.204 GW/ cm2 for the alternating-Z tripler. 

VII. Summary: 

We presented calculations that describe the principal characteristics of an 

alternating-Z tripler which consists of two detuned Type I doublers and one aligned 

Type II mixer. The calculations predict that the pair of doublers in the Alternting-Z 

arrangement can hold the mix ratio at or near the optimum value of 2:l for a wide 

range of input 1053-nm intensities. This insensitivity to variation in input 

intensity, or large dynamic range, makes the Alternating-Z interesting for 
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applications where there are large excursions of intensity in either the waveform or 

the spatial distribution of the laser pulse. 

An alternating-Z tripler that had doublers with thicknesses of 13 and 10 mm, 

and a lo-mm-thick mixer was tested. All of the crystals were 80% deuterated. The 

mix ratio for the doublers was measured with 1-ns 1053-nm pulses. The 351-nm 

conversion efficiency was measured for l- and 6-ns rectangular pulses, and for 20-ns 

pulses with a 12:l temporal variation of intensity. 

The majority of the experimental results were accurately described by the 

model for the Alternating-Z tripler, although it was necessary to assume that 

dispersion in the air gap between the doublers had caused a phase lag of 0.15 radians 

for the 527-nm wave. The agreement between the theory and the experimental 

results confirmed the prediction of large dynamic range. 

We also considered the problem of generating the 21-ns 351-nm baseline 

pulse for the NIF laser. The waveform for this 351-nm pulse has a specified shape 

that contains a 5O:l variation of intensity. An energy efficiency of 62% was 

calculated for the AZ-13-10-10 tripler, using the model that assumed an air-gap 

phase error. Because the triplers for NIF will be installed in vacuum, it is presumed 

that the phase errors will be eliminated. Then the predicted energy efficiencies are 

65% for an AZ-13-10-10 tripler and 68% for an AZ-13-10-13 tripler. For the 2-crystal 

Type I/Type II triplers with 80% deuterated crystals, the predicted efficiency is about 

55%. 
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Appendix. Dispersion in an Air Gap Between Two Doublers. 

When two doublers are used in any tandem arrangement except quadrature, 

the net second-harmonic wave is a sum of two independently generated fields, one 

from each of the crystals. Correct functioning of the doubler requires constructive, 

in-phase addition of these two fields. 
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Dispersion in the air gap between the two crystals can impair this summation. 

Passage of the fundamental field through either of the doublers creates a 

second-harmonic wave that is phase locked to the fundamental. This phase-locking 

should be interpreted in terms of an instantaneous picture of the spatial variation of 

the electric fields of the fundamental and second-harmonic waves. Such a picture 

would show that in any cycle of the fundamental wave there are two cycles of the 

second-harmonic wave, that is two crests and valleys, and that the crests of the 

second harmonic coincide with the zeros of the fundamental. Dispersion in the air 

gap can cause a relative phase retardation of the second-harmonic wave from the 

first crystal, and prevent its in-phase addition to the second-harmonic wave in the 

second crystal. 

The difficulties that arise though air-gap dispersion were recognized in some 

of the earliest studies of harmonic conversion. The first experimental treatment 

occurred during optimization of oscillators with internal second-harmonic 

conversion[l5]. The converter crystal was placed in one end of the cavity, near a 

mirror that was shared by both the 1064- and 532~nm beams, and the spacing of the 

mirror and the crystal was adjusted to provide maximum conversion. The 

optimum air path, 13.1 cm, was assumed to be that necessary for a 2~ relative phase 

retardation of the second-harmonic. It was in reasonable agreement with the value 

of 12.4 cm that was calculated[l5] from the dispersion data of Miller[25]. Dmitriev et 

al[26] also used a folded path that contained a mirror to study the effect of dispersion 

on two-pass conversion efficiency for doublers that were either inside or outside a 

laser cavity. Their experimental value for the 2~ spacing was lo-12 cm, and they 

used index data of Kay and Laby [27] to calculate a spacing of 13 cm. In both 

experiments [15,26], some fraction of the dispersion might have arisen in the folding 

mirror. 

There are three additional measurements of the air gap dispersion[16,28,29]. 

Volosov et a1.[16] and Summers and Boyd[28] passed a beam through two separate 

doublers and measured the efficiency as a function of crystal separation. The 

measured 2~c values were, respectively, 13.0 and 15.0 cm. Velsco and Eimerl [29] 
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installed a gas cell between two crystals and measured conversion efficiency as a 

function pressure in several gases. For dry air at atmospheric pressure and at 24 OC, 

they found that a 2~ phase shift occurred for a change in crystal separation of 13.09 

cm. 

Finally, it is somewhat conicidental that conversion was optimized in most of 

these early studies by a phase shift of 2~, since the correct phase shift is partially 

dictated by the orientations of the crystalline axes in the doublers. For doubling, the 

important nonlinear parameter is defr. The sign of this coefficient varies with Z-axis 

orientation and with the XY cut of the crystal. KDP has tetragonal symmetry, so 

that equivalent positions are found by rotating the crystal axes by n/2 about the Z- 

axis. The deff changes sign under this rotation, so that there are two types of crystals. 

For example, for type I crystals, the input face may contain either a crystalline X-axis, 

or a Y-axis. (For type II the input face may contain either an (X+Y) or an (X-Y) 

direction.) These two cuts will perform equally well as single crystal doublers but 

their d-coefficients have opposite signs. 

The relative sign of the d-coefficients can be written 

(2) 

Here $, is -1 if the crystals have different XY-cuts, and +l if they are the same. EZ is 

+l if the crystal Z-axes are parallel. The standard alternating-Z configuration is 

obtained from this parallel case by rotating one of the crystals about the beam 

direction. Then & is +l for the standard alternating-Z configuration also. If either 

z-axis is exactly reversed from one of these configurations an additional factor of -1 

appears for type I crystals, +l for type II crystals. Thus for same-cut crystals in the 

alternating-Z configuration the phase shift in the air gap must be 0 or 27~ If one Z- 

axis is reversed for type I crystals, the phase shift must an odd multiple of 3t. 

Therefore, the issue of dispersion in the air gap appears to be well 

understood, but the small discrepancies in measured and calculated values are large 

enough to be of significance for the alternating-Z arrangement 
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Fig. 4. Efect of large errors in the angular 
offset of the lo-mm doubler in an AZ-13-lo- 
10 tripler. Offset of 13-mm doubler was 
+400 mrad for all cases. 

Fig. 3. Effect of small errors in angular 
offsets of the doublers in an AZ-13,10,10 
tripler. 



Fig. 5. Experimental arrangement for 
measuring conversion efficiency. 
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Fig. 6. Fluence distribution in the input 1053~run beam. 
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by shot calculations. Curves are empirical fits 
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input 1053-1-m pulses that are required if 
the tripler is either an AZ-13-10-13 or a 
standard 11-9. 



Table 1. An optimized design for an alternating-Z tripler. 

Units are prad, GW/ cm2, and mm. 

Type I/ Type I/ Type II, Alternating-Z Optimum 

Beam polarization 9o” 
Beam divergence 30-50 
Intensity minimum 0.01 
Intensity maximum 6 

First doubler length 13 
First doubler offset 400 

Second doubler length 10 
Second doubler offset -520 

Air path phase error 0 

Mixer length 13 
Mixer offset 0 

Crystal deuteration level 80% 

Table 2. Transmittances of the 6 surfaces in the tripler. 

wavelength 
1053 run 
527 
351 

input all 4 interior surfaces output 
0.999 0.991 0.976 
0.961 0.984 0.988 
0.996 0.957 0.972 



Table 3. Data for conversion of shaped pulses. Intensities are in GW/crrQ. 

Shot I 1906 

Peak 1053-nm intensity 

Peak 351 -nm intensity, measured 2.82 2.45 
Peak 351 -nm intensity, calculated 2.86 2.52 

351 -nm intensity ratio, measured 
351 -nm intensity ratio, calculated 

energy conversion, measured 
energy conversion, calculated 

peak conversion, measured 
peak conversion, calculated 

3.44 

42:l 
36:l 

62% 
62% 

82% 
83 

1907 

3.04 

48:l 
46:l 

59% 
59% 

81% 
83% 

Table 4. Comparison of the merit of four triplers in the generation of a 21-ns, 
351~run laser pulse with 5O:l intensity variation. Edge and peak intensities are 
identified in Fig. 16. Conversion efficiencies were calculated. 

tripler 
1053-nm intensity 

leading-edge peak 

AZ-13-10-13 0.204 3.08 
AZ-13-10-10 0.235 2.93 

AZ-13-lo-lO(ph. error) 0.253 3.12 
std. 11-9 0.334 2.98 

68% 81% 
65 85 

62 80 
55 84 


